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Key Selling Points
A comprehensive all-in-one guide to 150 Tunisian crochet stitches that are not widely found anywhere else
Uniquely presented in the trademark series style, showing the evolution of each stitch as a series of step-by-step photos with matching
charted diagrams plus written patterns. The same yarn is used throughout to enable direct comparisons between stitch styles
Suitable for new and experienced crocheters alike, and will therefore appeal to a wide craft audience.

Description
Tunisian crochet has experienced a great revival in recent years – a surge in popularity that is showing no signs of slowing down. Anna
Nikipirowicz outlines a wide variety of new and unique stitches in this beautifully produced reference work.

This Tunisian crochet stitch collection offers classic and new stitches, designed to keep needlecrafters of all skill levels occupied for years to come.
Tunisian crochet produces a fabric that is similar to a knit but worked on a hook. It’s a lot quicker, combining the best of knitting and crochet,
creating a dense, durable fabric.

Packed with 150 stitches for beginner and intermediate to advanced, you can start with basic stitches which are organized into themed sections.
With actual-size swatches, you can see straight away if you are getting it right. It also includes charts and step-by-step photo instructions. 
The Tunisian Crochet Stitch Dictionary is designed to get crochet fans discovering new stitches and creative ways of working crochet.

About the Author
Anna Nikipirowicz was taught to knit and crochet as a child by her very talented mother, but without practice, the skills were quickly forgotten.
In 2005 she rediscovered her skills and an obsession was born. In 2014 she started designing and selling her patterns, and her designs are
regularly featured in craft magazines. Anna is a keen blogger and runs her website – www.moochka.co.uk – where she shares her love of knitting
and crochet. Anna is also a workshop tutor, teaching knitting and crochet across the UK. She has published four books with Search Press, and her  
Crocheted Wreaths for the Home (Search Press, 2020) is a best-seller.

Anna lives in Hertfordshire with her husband Dave and two cats, Ollie and Brick. 
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